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EQUIVALENCE OF TOPOLOGICALLY-ALGEBRAIC 
AND SEMI-TOPOLOGICAL FUNCTORS 

H. HERRLICH, R. NAKAGAWA, G. E. STRECKER AND T. TITCOMB 

1. Preliminaries. Throughout let U:s/ —><5T be faithful. 

1.1. A U-morphism with domain X is a pair (e, A), where e G Horn (X, UA). 
A [/-morphism (e, A) is called U-epi ( = generating) provided that r, s G 
Horn (A, A') and (Ur)e = (Us)e imply that r = s. 

1.2. A U-source is a pair (X, (/*,-4*)i)> (written more simply (X,fiy A t) 7 ) , 
where (/f, A t) 7 is a family of £/-morphisms each with domain X. 

1.3. A factorization of a /7-source {X,fu A t) 7 is a triple (e, ^4, g*) / such that 
(e, A) is a £/-morphism with domain X and for each i £ I gi G Horn (.4, 4̂ *) 
and (î/g*)g = /<. 

1.4. A factorization (e, A, gt) i is called semi-initial provided that for each 
^ -ob jec t A' and each family of morphisms g( G Horn (^4', ^4^), (Ugi)eef = 
£/g/ for each i in / implies that there exists some h G Horn (^4', ^4) with 
Uh = ee'. 

1.5. Ï7 is called topological^'-algebraic if every /[/-source {X,fuAi)j has a 
factorization (e, ^4, gj)7 with (e, A) f/-epi, and (A, gt) r initial. 

1.6. U is called semi-top ological if every ^/-source (X,fit A t) 7 has a factori
zation (e, A, gi) / with (e, ^4) Z7-epi and (e, ^4, gi) 7 semi-initial. 

1.7. Let S be a family of £7-morphisms a n d ^ # a family of J^-sources. U 
is called (<^, <y$)-factor izable provided: 

(1) every ^/-source has an (éà, ^#)-factorization; i.e., a factorization 
(e, ^4, m?) i with (e, ^4) G $ and (̂ 4, w f ) 7 G <Jt. 

U is called an (<^, ^)-functor if in addition: 

(2) every commutative square: 

[ / W j • £ M , 
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TOPOLOGICAL FUNCTORS 35 

with (e, B) G $ and {A, m*) / G ^ , has a diagonal i.e., there exists a unique 
d 6 Horn CB, -4) such that: 

(Ud)e = / and w ^ = /< for each i in / . 

1.8. J ^ is called an (<f, ^é)-category in case the identity functor o n j / is an 
(cf, ^)-functor . 

PROPOSITION 1.9. LeJ (e, .4, g*) / ^ a factorization of a U-sour ce (X,fu A <) 7. 
77^n m d of the statements below implies those that follow it: 

(1) (e} A} gi) i is semi-initial, and e is a retraction. 
(2) (A, gi) / is initial. 
(3) (e, A, gi) j is semi-initial. 

PROPOSITION 1.10. Each of the statements below implies those that follow it. 
(1) U is a (U-epi, <Jé)-functor for some ^Jé. 
(2) U is topologically-algebraic. 
(3) U is semi-topological. 
(4) U has a left adjoint. 

Proof. (1) implies (2): To show that U is topologically-algebraic we need 
only show that every (A} m^) i G ^ is initial. But this follows immediately 
since every commutative square of the form: 

Umi 

with (i4,m,-)/ t ^ has a diagonal. 
That (2) implies (3) follows from Proposition 1.9. That (3) implies (4) is 

obvious. 

2. "Are not equivalent". None of the implications in Proposition 1.10 is 
reversible. For the first consider the identity functor on the category • ~ZX ' that 
is not (epi, ,Jé) for any ^# ; for the third consider the functor from a non-
complete partially ordered class with smallest element into the terminal 
category; for the second consider the following: 

THEOREM 2.1. There exists a subcategory s& of a countable category S£ such 
that the inclusion functor from se into 9^ is semi-topological but not topologically-
algebraic. 
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Proof. Consider the subca tegory^ of Set, 

with 

Bl = {1}, B2 = {2}, B, = N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, s(2) = 1, r ( l ) = 2, 

gn(l) = w, kn(2) — n, hn
im) = w + ra, (here w, ra Ç N), 

l f l l ( l ) = 1, 1*,(2) = 2, and l f l | = h0. 

Let J2^ be the subcategory of «ST obtained by removing r and go, and let 
U\sé —>& be the inclusion functor. Then U fails to be topologically-algebraic 
since the [/-source (B3, 0) has no (U-epi, initial)-factorization. 

To see that U is semi-topological consider the following cases: 

U-source (X,fi, Ai)/ U-epi semi-initial factorization 

X = Blf some fi e {go, r) (r, ^ 2 , / i 1 ) / * 

X =Bll no fi € {go, r] {lBvB1,fi)I 

X = £2 , some/ , Ç {£0, 1*2} (1B2 , £2, A ) / 

X = B2,nofi € {&o, 1*2( (s,Bi,fi2)r** 

X = B3, some/ i = £0 (1B8 , £ 3 , / < ) I 

X = B3, no fi = h0 (huBtJi*)!*** 

*fil is the unique «^-morphism such tha t /* = filr. 
*fi2 is the unique ^-morphism such that fi = fi2s. 
***/i3 is the unique ^-morphism such tha t /» — fi3h\. 

COROLLARY 2.2. Topologically-algebraic functors are not closed under com
positions. 

Proof. Every semi-topological functor admits a factorization into a reflective 
full embedding followed by a topological functor, both of which are topologi
cally-algebraic. (See [9], [5] and [3]). 

COROLLARY 2.3. There exists a category over a category 2fc which has both a 
reflective Mac Neille completion and a universal initial completion that is not 
reflective. 

Proof. Every semi-topological functor has a reflective Mac Neille completion 
(see references in 2.2). Also every small faithful functor has a universal initial 
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completion (see [2]). But any faithful functor having a reflective universal 
initial completion is topologically-algebraic (see [3]). 

3, "Are equivalent". We now provide rather painless conditions under 
which the concepts topologically-algebraic and semi-topological coincide. 

THEOREM 3.1. Lets/ be an (epi, ^)-category for some family ^ of s/-sources. 
Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) U is a (U-epi, ^4é)-functor. 
(2) U is topologically-algebraic. 
(3) U is semi-topological. 
(4) U has a left adjoint. 
(5) U is (U-epi, ^)-factorizable. 

Proof. (1) => (2) => (3) => (4) follows from Proposition 1.10. 
(4) =» (5). Let r] be the unit of the adjunction. Universality of each rjx 

together with (epi, *Jt) -factorizations ins/ give (U-epi, ^é) -factorizations of 
^/-sources. 

(5) =» (1). Consider the commutative square of 1.7 with (e, B) U-epi and 
(A, Wj)7 in ^é. The (U-epi, <Jé)-factorization of its upper left corner induces 
the diagram 

Umt 

in which ftë = m J since (g, Â) is a U-epi. Also ë is epi since (e, Z>) is a £/-epi. 
Because J" is an (epi, ^) -category, the square fie — m J has a diagonal d, 
which is then a diagonal for the original square. 

COROLLARY 3.2. Lets/ be complete, cocomplete and co-well-powered. Then the 
following are equivalent: 

(1) U is a (U-epi, ^)-functor for some family ^ # of s/-sources. 
(2) U is topologically-algebraic. 
(3) U is semi-topological. 
(4) U has a left adjoint. 
(5) U is (U-epi, extremal monosource)-factorizable. 

Proof. This follows from 1.10, 3.1 and the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.3. Let se be complete, cocomplete and co-well-powered. Then se is an 
(epi extremal monosource)-category. 

Proof. Cointersections and products give (epi, extremal-mono)-factoriza
tions of ̂ -sources, and diagonalization follows from the existence of pushouts. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let se be complete, co-well-powered and well-powered. Then the 
following are equivalent: 

(1) U is topologically-algebraic. 
(2) U is semi-topological. 
(3) U has a left adjoint. 

Proof. (1) =» (2)=> (3) follows from Proposition 1.10. 
(3) ==> (1). This will follow if we provide (epi, initial-mono)-factorizations 

of ^-sources (see [6, Theorem 2.5]). By co-well-poweredness it suffices to 
consider a set-indexed ^-source (A, fh A t) 7. This source has a factorization 
(/, P , Tir;)/ where (P>Ti) is a product. Let (hj, Bh gfjj be the class of all 
factorizations of/ in which gj is a [/-initial mono and let (D, d) be the inter
section of the (Bj, gj)j. There exists e\A —> D with de = f. Then (e, D, Ttd) T 

is the required factorization of (-4,/*)/. 

The example given in 2.1 is countable and object-finite. A modification of 
2.1 gives an example which is countable and has finite horn sets. The following 
theorem shows that these two examples are in some sense minimal. 

THEOREM 3.5. Lets/ be finite. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) U is topologically-algebraic. 
(2) U is semi-topological. 

Proof. (2) =» (1). Let (X,fi} At)z be a [/-source. Then (X,f{,Ai) has a 
semi-initial factorization (e\, Bi,fiti) 7 with (ei, Bi) [/-epi. Now for k = 2, 3 . . . 
we have semi-initial factorizations (ek, Bk, fk<i) T of (UBk-u Ufk-i,u A *) /, with 
(ek, Bk) [/-epi. It follows, by semi-initiality, that for each k §: 2 there exists 
a unique hk £ Horn(£*_!, Bk) with Uhk = ek. Now define gm,n:Bm -> £ n by: 

_ jT#n if m = w 
m,w \ /^ o . . . o /zw+2 o feOT+i if n > m t: 1. 

Since J ^ is finite there exists k < p such that gi>fc = gitP. Thus 

Ap og t ( P - i o g M = gltk 

or (since gitJfc is an epi) 

hP o gktV-\ = lBk-

So Ap (therefore Uhp) is a retraction. It follows by Proposition 1.9 that 
(Bpyfp,i) i is initial and hence ((UgitP)eu Bp,fPti)I is a ([/-epi, initial)-factori
zation of CX\/i, Ai) j . 

The authors would like to thank the referee for many helpful suggestions. 
We wish to mention that after completion of this manuscript we received a 
letter from W. Tholen stating that: 

(1) R. Borger has independently obtained an example of a functor which 
is semi-topological but not topologically-algebraic. 
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(2) W. Tholen has independently obtained essentially our results 3.2 and 
3.4. 

These results will appear in [1]. 
Finally, the authors wish to acknowledge their indebtedness to Y. T. 

Rhineghost for many useful discussions. 
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